1.41 lakh commuters have used share auto and share taxi services launched at 13 metro stations for last-mile connectivity, in the last five months. In December 2018, 36,888 passengers utilised the services.

More than one lakh commuters travelled in share autos alone since August when the service was introduced. Nearly 20,000 passengers used the share taxi services during the period.

In December 2018, around 31,800 passengers travelled in share autos, introduced at eight metro stations. Guindy recorded the highest users at 9,570 and Thirumangalam at 7,297.

As many as 5062 passengers travelled in share taxis introduced at five stations. While Koyambedu topped with 1,648 commuters and AG DMS had 1,067 people.

Share taxis were launched at AG DMS, Anna Nagar East, Koyambedu, Alandur and Vandalur. Share autos were introduced at Guindy, Thirumangalam, Alandur, Little Mount, Ekkatuthangal, Koyambedu, ST Thomas Mount and Ashok Nagar.